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“We are approaching an era when 
the traditional role of the Scholar, 
priest, shaman and

artist
It unites into one person. "

How, at the present time, when everything is constantly changing, something 
is being invented, born, falling apart, to find something that can really really help? 
How to optimize the use in practice of the remarkable equipment of the firm 
"IMEDIS", experience, knowledge to achieve the maximum effect of the therapy?

The genius of Samuel Hahnemann amazes with his perspicacity in the 
discovery of the principle "Like cures like" and the depth of his conclusions. The 
sixth edition of the Organon of Medical Art, published by him in 1842, makes us 
look differently at the established tradition of classical treatment.

More than 17 centuries ago, Galen proposed the following principle for 
treating a disease: "The opposite is treated by the opposite." Since the use of this 
concept made it possible to quickly stop almost any symptomatology, this idea, of 
course, took a dominant place in medicine. For example, low blood pressure - 
raise, high blood pressure - lower. And there is no question of the reason that 
caused these violations and on which it is necessary to act in order to heal a 
person. The main thing is quick results.

"Disorder of the vital organization - this is where the root cause of the disease 
is hidden, and this disorder of order is manifested in signs and symptoms." (D. 
Kent)

"There are no diseases, there are only sick people" - this phrase of S. Hahnemann should be 
the motto of practicing doctors.

At one time G.Yu. Andreichenko proposed a non-standard approach to the 
problem of restoring health, through the alignment of the energy state of a person. 
This interesting technique helped me in finding an answer to the eternal question: 
how to most effectively, gently, correctly restore the imbalance in the body?

“Diseases arise and develop as a result of prolonged emotional impact: 
continuing anxiety, anxiety, irritation, injustice, strong fear, fear, etc.”, S. 
Hahnemann clearly understood this already at the beginning of the 19th century. 
In our time, discussions on this issue still arise, adherents of allopathic treatment 
are trying to reduce all the causes of the onset of the disease to a material 
substance.

However, the facts suggest otherwise.
Of course, painful conditions arise due to the main three points: infection, 

allergy or infectious-allergic component. But
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primary, nevertheless, thoughts that give rise to certain emotions. Prolonged stay 
in a negative emotional state contributes to the creation of certain conditions in 
the body, so that one of the listed factors (infection, allergy or infectious-allergic 
component) occurs there.

“It is believed that the chakras are what connects the body, mind and soul ... It 
is assumed that all changes in the physical body are preceded by certain changes 
in more subtle bodies. Functional connections with subtle bodies are carried out 
through the chakras. The chakras also control the movement of energy in the 
body. The chakras are linked together into a single energy system with the help of 
acupuncture meridians. "

Chakra dysfunction is associated with various psycho-emotional problems.

Some manifestations of chakra dysfunction at the psycho-emotional 
level: I Chakra: greed, money-grubbing (longing to acquire);
II Chakra: limitation of consciousness, disembodied destruction, delusion, 

contempt, suspicion;
III Chakra: spiritual ignorance, longing, longing, jealousy, betrayal, treachery, 

treason, shame, shame, fear, fear, disgust, delusion, illusion, stupidity, sadness, 
sadness, mental and nervous exhaustion, isolation, communication problems;

IV Chakra: greed, lust, deception, fraud, indecision, regret, remorse, 
insecurity, anger, anxiety, impatience, slowness, laziness, longing, indifference, 
ignorance, arrogance, incompetence, anxiety, insolence

etc.
Therefore, using the damaged chakra as a criterion, we look at the work of 

which meridian dysfunction occurs as a result of this violation. Since, according to 
oriental medicine, all meridians belong to five primary elements (wood, fire, earth, 
metal, water) and have both constructive and destructive effects on each other, it 
is logical to restore energy imbalance using the Wu Xing system. In each primary 
element, the lack of energy in one meridian is compensated by the excess function 
of the other.

Using the Ferrum Metallicum D60 test pointer, we test the level of therapy. 
We mentally test through which chakra the energy correction needs to be carried 
out. The homeopathic remedies proposed for testing the chakras, as a control 
criterion, are incorrect, therefore, draw the optimally mentally tested chakra. 
Rather, after explaining to the patient the location of the entrance and exit of the 
tested chakra, ask him to draw his feelings that arise in this place. This picture, due 
to this violation, is the optimal criterion for characterizing the problems of this 
person.

Chakra X (its picture) ↓ + Meridian with maximum disturbances (Zincum 
Metallicum D60) ↑ + Meridian Y ↓ + primary element ↑ + Excess / Deficiency ↓ - 
through this index we look at which meridians we use in treatment. To restore the 
work of the meridian with maximum disturbances, we often conduct bioresonance 
therapy (mentally testing the type of therapy) with a drug recording.
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We select the dosage, usually one ball per day, it is optimal to prescribe the intake of a 
bioresonance drug, during the hours of maximum activity of the meridian.

The next chain: Chakra X (its picture) ↓ + the second meridian Z (which belongs to 
this primary element) ↑. Meridian Z ↓ + primary element ↑ + excess / deficiency of 
meridian ↓. Using this index, we look at which meridians we use to restore the 
dysfunction of the Z meridian. We select the drug through these meridians. We select 
the dosage and frequency of administration for the selected drug.

To restore the disturbed work of the chakras, we use both the classic 
acupuncture meridians and the Folevs, which is especially important in the treatment 
of allergies.

The therapy allows you to correctly restore the energy imbalance, normalizing 
the work of the whole organism. The impact on the work of several meridians, 
simultaneously associated with the disturbed work of the chakra, allows you to 
cover the maximum possible spectrum of frequencies, which will be optimal for a 
given patient.
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